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We report magnetism of spinel Co3O4 nanocrystals with average diameters of �25 and �100 nm under
magnetic fields up to 50 kOe. The nanoparticles were controlled to be cubic in shape. In the smaller nano-
crystal sample �d�25 nm�, a spontaneous magnetic moment increased steeply below the Néel point, TN

=32 K of the bulk sample, whereas similar to bulk samples the larger crystal sample �d�100 nm� exhibited
a maximum in magnetization around TN. A spin-glass-like behavior in magnetization was observed at Tt

=10 K at lower magnetic fields, whereas above H=30 kOe, this behavior disappeared.
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I. INTRODUCTION

As the crystal size approaches the nanometer scale, the
intrinsic properties of individual particles and dominant mag-
netic interactions are distinguishable from those of the re-
spective bulk materials. For ferromagnetic and ferrimagnetic
materials, the effects of crystal size and of exposed crystal-
lographic surfaces on magnetism have been investigated
intensively.1,2 In contrast, comprehensive experimental in-
vestigations of antiferromagnetism in nanoscale materials
have not been undertaken, although anomalous magnetism
has been predicted theoretically in antiferromagnetic
nanocrystals.2,3 Here, we report the size and magnetic field
effects on magnetism in antiferromagnetic cobalt oxide
�Co3O4� nanocrystals synthesized under hydrothermal condi-
tions with cubic or rectangular solid shapes. By using a hy-
drothermal synthesis method with organic ligands as surface
modifiers, we can control the crystal size and morphology of
the obtained fine particles.4–7 Therefore, compared with par-
ticles synthesized by mechanical milling8 methods or by
deposition into a matrix,9 our crystals appear to have high
crystallinity. Co3O4 has a normal spinel structure of which
the ionic �valence� configuration can be expressed as
�Co2+��Co3+

2�O4, where �¯� and �¯� represent the occupa-
tions at the tetrahedral A and the octahedral B sites, respec-
tively. In the spinel structure, Co3+ ions in the octahedral
sites �B sites� are in the low-spin state �S=0�, and Co2+ ions
on tetrahedral sites �A sites� have a spin of 3/2. The spins on
the A site form a collinear antiferromagnetic arrangement
below TN�30 K.10,11 Generally, as the size of the particles
decreases to nanometers, surface modifications and particle
morphology strongly affect the core state of the crystals, in-
cluding the valence and magnetic state.12 The low transition
temperature TN�30 K makes Co3O4 an ideal system to ex-
amine the size effects on magnetism in both the antiferro-
magnetic and the paramagnetic states while avoiding recrys-
tallization at high temperatures that may occur in the case of
NiO with TN=523 K. In this paper, we note that as the crys-
tal size was reduced to a few tenths of a nanometer, the
particles exhibited complicated magnetic behavior below the
antiferromagnetic transition and also an increment of para-
magnetic moment.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

Stainless steel �SUS 316� pressure-resistant tube reactors
with an inner volume of 5.0 ml were used for hydrothermal
synthesis. Each reactor was loaded with 2.5 ml of 0.1M
Co�NO3�2. To obtain nanocrystalline samples of cobalt ox-
ide, 0.2 ml of CH3�CH2�8COOH or CH3�CH2�9NH2 was
added to the reactors. Each reactor was then capped tightly
and put in an electric furnace that was maintained at 300 °C.
The pressure inside the reactor was estimated to be 8.6 MPa
during the reaction at 300 °C. The reaction was allowed to
proceed for 10 min and terminated by submerging the reactor
in a water bath. The products were removed from the reac-
tors and were subjected to three cycles of washing with eth-
anol and centrifugation to remove the supernatant. The re-
sulting purified nanocrystals were dried under vacuum
overnight and then analyzed. The crystallographic identity of
the synthesized nanoparticles was determined by a D/MAX
�n x-ray diffractometer �XRD� �Rigaku� with Cu K� radia-
tion. Particle sizes and lattice constants were estimated from
a simulated XRD pattern obtained from CrystalDiffract soft-
ware �CrystalMaker Software Ltd.�. The size and morphol-
ogy of the products were observed with a transmission elec-
tron microscope �TEM� �JEM-1200 EX II, JEOL�. Magnetic
measurements were carried out with a superconducting quan-
tum interference device magnetometer �magnetic properties
measurement system �MPMS�, Quantum Design� under a
magnetic field up to 50 kOe in the temperature range of
5–300 K. To prevent the crystals from rotating in the mag-
netic field, the samples were cast in paraffin.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1�a� shows XRD patterns for cobalt oxide nano-
crystals synthesized at 300 °C, with CH3�CH2�8COOH and
CH3�CH2�9NH2 as modifier reagents. It was indicated by
XRD measurements that a mixture of Co3O4 and CoO crys-
tals was produced from cobalt nitrite at 300 °C �subcritical
water� without any modifiers. However, when the crystals
were synthesized by hydrothermal reactions with
CH3�CH2�8COOH and CH3�CH2�9NH2 at 300 °C, single-
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phase Co3O4 was obtained. As shown in Fig. 1�a�, all reflec-
tions of XRD patterns for both samples synthesized with the
modifiers are assigned as the face-centered-cubic phase
�spacing group Fd3m� of spinel cobalt.13 The crystallo-
graphic data for the nanocrystal samples obtained in this
study are listed in Table I. The XRD pattern simulation soft-
ware was used to calculate the lattice constants and crystal
sizes. The phase and morphology controls for oxide nano-
crystals synthesized under subcritical hydrothermal condition
have been reported elsewhere.4–7

Figure 1�b� shows the TEM images of the cobalt oxide
nanocrystals synthesized with the modifiers shown in Fig.
1�a�. For CH3�CH2�9NH2-modified Co3O4 nanoparticles, the
TEM image shows that these particles were 18–200 nm in
size, with cubic and rectangular shapes �Fig. 1�c��. In con-
trast, for the CH3�CH2�8COOH-modified sample �Fig. 1�b��,
a homogenous cubic morphology of Co3O4 crystals with an
average size of 25 nm was observed.

Figure 2 shows the magnetic susceptibility, ��T�
=M�T� /H, as a function of temperature from T=5 to 65 K at
H=1 kOe for particle diameters of d=25 and 92 nm. Below
32 K, the �-T curve of d=25 nm is quite different from that
of d=92 nm. For d=25 nm, the magnetic susceptibility in-

creased steeply at the Néel point of bulk samples, TN
=32 K, with decreasing temperature. Additionally, at T
=10 K an anomalous kink in ��T� was also observed, as
shown in Fig. 2. As the magnetic field increased, this anoma-
lous point, Tt, shifted toward lower temperatures and disap-
peared above 30 kOe �Fig. 3�. Small thermal hysteresis in the
susceptibility was observed above Tt. The ferromagnetic
component that developed below TN also has been observed
by Makhlouf14 and Yoshikawa et al.15 for nanoparticles with
d�20 nm and for nanoscale hollow spheres, respectively.
Sato et al. reported magnetic properties for diluted systems
of Co3O4 nanoparticles with diameters of 15–19 nm dis-
persed into an amorphous silicate matrix.16–19 In their sys-
tem, the antiferromagnetic transition disappears and a ferri-
magnetism emerges below T=20–30 K.16–19 Generally, in
antiferromagnets, a spontaneous moment emerging below
antiferromagnetic transition can be attributed to uncompen-
sated or disordered spins at the surface of nanocrystals.2,3

Kodama2 claimed that a bilateral spin alignment �composed
of two sublattices� is considerably modified and transformed
into a multisublattice spin structure because the surface and

FIG. 1. �a� XRD patterns of cobalt oxide nanocrystals modified
with CH3�CH2�8COOH and with CH3�CH2�9NH2 along with the
simulated XRD pattern for spinel cobalt. ��b� and �c�� TEM images
of �b� CH3�CH2�8COOH-modified and �c� CH3�CH2�9NH2

-modified Co3O4 nanocrystals.

TABLE I. Crystallographic and morphological data of the Co3O4 nanocrystals.

Modifier
Crystallographic

phases
Lattice constant

�nm�
Average diameter �TEM�

�nm�
Average diameter �XRD�

�nm�

CH3�CH2�8COOH Spinel Co3O4 0.8100 25 23

CH3�CH2�9NH2 Spinel Co3O4 0.8082 92 97
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FIG. 2. Magnetic susceptibility, M /H, as a function of tempera-
ture at 1 kOe for Co3O4 nanocrystals modified by
CH3�CH2�8COOH �d=25 nm� and CH3�CH2�9NH2 �d=92 nm�.
Open and solid circles �triangles� represent the magnetization-
temperature curves after field cooling and zero-field cooling for d
=25 nm �92 nm�, respectively. Inset shows the magnetization of
Co3O4 nanocrystals modified by CH3�CH2�8COOH and
CH3�CH2�9NH2 as a function of magnetic field at T=5 K.
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core spins become correlated with reducing dimensions of
crystals. As shown in Fig. 3, the maximum in ��T�
=M�T� /H is observed at a higher magnetic field.

In magnetization curves as shown in the inset of Fig. 2, a
small ferromagnetic component was detected both in the
CH3�CH2�8COOH- and in the CH3�CH2�9NH2-modified
samples. These ferromagnetic components were also ob-
served at room temperature �inset of Fig. 4�a��. Not only
nanocrystalline samples14,16–21 but also bulk samples10 have
a small ferromagnetic moment at room temperature. As ob-
served in the bulk sample,10 the magnetization observed in
the present study was linear with increasing magnetic field
above H=3 kOe, and the magnetization can be extrapolated
to a value M0�T� at zero field. Assuming the typical tempera-
ture dependence of M0 for values above TN, M0�T�
=M0�0��1− �T /Tc�2�0.5, where Tc is a magnetic transition
temperature of the small ferromagnetic component, we esti-
mated M0 by using the magnetization curves below H
=10 kOe. Figure 4�b� shows the temperature dependence of
M0. The fitting parameters were calculated to be M0�0�
=0.65 and 0.38 emu/g and Tc=660 and 630 K for d=25 and
92 nm, respectively. Note that Tc obtained is not accurate
since the fitted temperature range, 40�T�300 K, is much
lower than Tc. As can be seen below, these fitting parameters
will be used to estimate the paramagnetic component above
TN. We speculated that this room temperature ferromagnetic
component was induced by a configurational deviation from
the normal spinel, �Co2+��Co3+

2�O4, to a disordered state,
�Co2+

1−�Co3+
���Co3+

2−�Co2+
��O4, where � is the so-called

inversion parameter.10,22 For a bulk sample, � has been esti-
mated to be 0.0018 from the inverse analog of magnetite for
the inverse configuration, �Co3+��Co3+Co2+�O4,8 whereas the
crystals synthesized in this work exhibited values of �
=0.028 and 0.016 for d=25 and 92 nm, respectively. Using
high-temperature x-ray powder diffraction, Liu and Prewitt22

observed a continuous transition from normal to disordered
spinel at 1150 K in Co3O4 with a grain size of less than
1 �m. The cubic lattice constant, a, in this disordered struc-

ture is larger than that observed in a normal structure,
whereas the oxygen parameter, u, decreases above the tran-
sition. Although this lattice expansion was observed in the
CH3�CH2�8COOH-modified sample, we could not verify that
� increased with decreasing crystal size because, possibly,
the oxidation state of Co3O4 nanocrystals changed with de-
creasing crystal size, as has been observed in CeO2 nano-
crystals smaller than 10 nm.23,24 The electronic state of Ce
ion deviates from that of a bulk of CeO2 due to oxygen
vacancies created at the surface.24

Assuming the typical temperature dependence of M0,
M0�T�=M0�0� �1− �T /Tc�2�0.5 as mentioned above, we esti-
mated the paramagnetic component ��T� at H=50 kOe.
��T� obeys the Curie-Weiss law, �=�0+ �C / �T−���, where
�0, C, and � are the constant susceptibility, the Curie con-
stant, and the Weiss temperature, respectively. Figure 4
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FIG. 3. Magnetic susceptibility, M /H, as a function of tempera-
ture at various fields for d=25 measured after zero-field cooling.
Note that the values of M /H are offset.
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FIG. 4. �a� Magnetic susceptibility, M /H, as a function of tem-
perature measured at 50 kOe for Co3O4 nanocrystals modified by
CH3�CH2�8COOH and CH3�CH2�9NH2. Inset shows magnetization
of Co3O4 nanocrystals modified by CH3�CH2�9NH2 as a function of
magnetic field at T=5, 40, 160, and 300 K. Dashed lines represent
curves calculated from the Curie-Weiss law with a small ferromag-
netic correction, M0�T�. �b� Small ferromagnetic components of
M0�T� for d=25 and 92 nm obtained from the magnetization-field
curves below H=10 kOe. Dashed curves are the fitting curves
�see text�.
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shows M�T� /H at H=50 kOe with the least-squares fitting
curves for d=25 and 92 nm. For d=25 nm, �0, the effective
magnetic moment per Co ion, peff, and � were estimated to
be 1.7�10−4 emu /molCo, 2.72�B, and −90 K, respectively.
For d=92 nm, �0=1.0�10−4 emu /molCo, peff=2.53�B, and
�=−102 K; these values are comparable to those obtained
for a bulk sample of Co3O4.14 In these estimations, the in-
version in the spinel structure was ignored because the inver-
sion parameters were less than 0.03. However, the effective
magnetic moment for d=25 nm was substantially larger than
those for d=92 nm �2.53�B� and for a bulk sample
�2.54�B�.25

To distinguish between ferromagnetic and paramagnetic
components from the magnetization data near the transitions
at TN and Tt, we tried to fit M�T ,H� to the equation of
M�T ,H�=M0�T�+��T�H. Figure 5�a� shows the temperature
dependence of M0 and � obtained in the ranges of 5�H
�20 kOe. At T�32 K, ��T� exhibited an obvious maxi-
mum, whereas below 32 K an increase in ��T� was observed.
The ferromagnetic component, M0, increased steeply at the
point at which � exhibited a maximum, then dropped sud-
denly at Tt. Figure 5�b� shows a temperature–magnetic field

phase diagram proposed in this study. As shown in Fig. 5�b�,
the Tt-H curve shows a field dependence, Tt�H�=Tt�0�
�1− �H /H0�2�	, with 	�0.6, H0�27 kOe, and Tt�0�
�10 K. This low temperature anomaly is possibly compa-
rable to an anomaly observed for a diluted Co3O4 nanopar-
ticles embedded on a silica matrix16–19 since below Tt the
difference between M�T� curves measured after zero-field
cooling �ZFC� and field cooling �FC� increased substantially.
Comparison with bulk CoAl2O4,26–28 which has the same
magnetic state of Co2+ at the A site �S=3 /2�, the hysteresis
below Tt can be plausibly attributed to the spin-glass-like
state, whereas, on the other hand, in a canonical spin glass a
cusp at a freezing temperature in ��T� is swept out at lower
magnetic field. The demagnetization below Tt suggests that
the ordered magnetic spins are reoriented or frozen randomly
�spin glass�. As crystal size decreases, the antiferromag-
netism splits into a ferrimagnetic and a spin-glass �SG�
states. In contrast, in bulk CoAl2O4 the spin-glass state ap-
pears instead of an antiferromagnetic transition, whereas the
glass transition temperature depends strongly on the inver-
sion parameter �.28

Finally, we discuss the magnetic structure of the Co3O4
crystals with d=25 nm, assuming a finite spin at the B site
detected in the paramagnetic region, T
TN. As mentioned
above, peff for d=25 nm estimated for 100�T�300 K is
substantially larger than that for d�92 nm. Also, peff is cal-
culated to be 2.24�B /Co ion with the free spin g factor g
=2 and S=3 /2 and 0 at the A and B sites, respectively.10,11

However, as indicated in this and previous studies,14 peff is
larger than the estimated value, peff= �2.5–2.72��B, for nano-
crystal samples with d=16–25 nm. Because the lattice vol-
ume for d=25 nm expanded 0.7% compared with the vol-
umes for d�92 nm and the bulk �Table I�, it is plausible
that the crystal field splitting decreased and the low-spin
state was hybridized with the high spin state for the Co3+

state at the B site. Expectedly, a so-called intermediate spin
state having a finite spin of S
0 at the B site has been
established.29 These spins bring about significant effects on
the antiferromagnetism of Co3O4 nanocrystals by superex-
change interactions via Co2+�A�-O-Co2+�B�-O-Co2+�A�. An-
other scenario is related to the valence transformation ob-
served in ceria nanocrystals. The lattice of ceria nanocrystals,
CeO2−�, expands significantly below d�10 nm, with a va-
lence transformation from Ce4+ to Ce3+.23,24 In the case of
Co3O4 nanocrystals, we cannot rule out that the valence state
transformed from Co3+ to Co2+ at the B sites; consequently,
an induced finite spin S
0 at the B sites can modify the
antiferromagnetic spin structure at the A sites. Therefore, we
can suggest that the rising of spontaneous moment below TN
observed in the nanocrystal with d=25 nm reveals a ferri-
magnetic or a canted antiferromagnetic ordering that mag-
netic moments on the magnetic sublattices do not cancel out
completely. Further investigations are needed to clarify the
spin structures and electronic states below and above the
magnetic transitions.

IV. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, cobalt oxide spinel Co3O4 nanocrystals
were produced by hydrothermal synthesis with average di-
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FIG. 5. �a� Ferromagnetic moment, M0, and differential suscep-
tibility, �M /�H, for d�25 nm as a function of temperature ob-
tained in 5�H�20 kOe. �b� Proposed temperature–magnetic field
phase diagram of Co3O4 nanoparticles with 25 nm diameter.
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ameters of 25 and 92 nm. The smaller nanocrystals exhibited
magnetic anomalies at the Néel point, TN=32 K, and at Tt
�10 K, whereas the larger crystals displayed a maximum in
magnetization at TN that was similar to that observed for
bulk Co3O4 samples. Maximum spontaneous magnetization
was observed at Tt; above H�30 kOe this anomaly van-
ished. The ferromagnetic component increased rapidly at the
point of maximum susceptibility �i.e., at the Néel point�. This
observation, along with the contrast in results between the
smaller and larger particle samples, leads us to conclude that
the spontaneous moment appeared because the antiferromag-

netic ground state was modified when the particle diameter
approached 20–30 nm. From the results of this study, a
temperature–magnetic field phase diagram was obtained up
to 50 kOe.
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